These are my first ivory chips. Just having them was not enough. <g> If there was a story, I
wanted it. The box they came in was made prior to 1876. In my opinion that makes the chips
date prior to 1876. If I am wrong I feel certain one of our ivory chip collectors will post into this
thread.
To be fair, there was some info in our Club magazine back in 2003 about the G Ivory chip find. I
was told the info in the story came 2nd hand from the original chip seller. Good story but, very
little of it could be verified except for the name the G stands for, city, and time line.
Enough of that:
St Louis, Missouri:
Email from an old friend not heard from in several years:
GENE, I get so much enjoyment reading your FANTASTIC articles on illegals that you post on the
bulletin board..... It's high time that I say T H A N K Y O U!

My scan (20 chips) shows you some UFC chips that I have come to have since I sent you a chip
care package several years ago. I don't do much buying anymore like I used to.... It would be my
pleasure to send these chips to you if you don't mind receiving them. Please send me your
mailing address and I will get them off to you.

One of the IVORY CHIPS has YOUR NUMBER on it.
I want you to have it since you are the number 1 illegal chip historian of all time.....
You know, ALL the ivory chips were ILLEGALS !!!! Carry it in your pocket and rub it for luck. <g>
My note: Well, that carry it for luck stuff did not work the 1st time I carried it. A poker machine
beat my brains out! <g>
My note: Actually ivory chips were illegals, privately owned sets or quasi-legal. A good
percentage of the 1880s-1900s moguls owned ivory sets. These were not illegals. Rich people
had ivory sets made for their private use. In my opinion the G ivory chips are a rich guys home
game set. The only thing illegal about them is, it is illegal to sell them on EBAY. <g>
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Per the original seller the G ivory belonged to Heinrich Gerhardt, Gearhart, Gearhardt from St
Louis, MO? Don't know how his name is spelled ... I didn't write it down.. Have to write
everything down that I want to remember.... but then I won't remember where I put the paper
I wrote on.
My Note: Me too! <g>
"G" chips were bought back in 2003. You got my only dupe... I just bought it back in Dec 2011
from a guy I had sold it to in 2004.....
Here are scans of the box they came in.
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One of each chip in the 2003 find. All are Ivory chips.
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Enter our “Friend Of The Hobby.”
There was a very wealthy, prominent and influential St. Louis family in the latter half of the 19th century
named Gerhart which might be where the chips came from—more on them below.
The guy who made the box, George W. Williams (1810-1887), was in business at 98 Elm St, New York
City from 1849 until 1876.
My Note: The G chip made earlier than 1876 is by far the oldest chip in my collection. <g>
Here’s some ads:

1859--
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1872--
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1874--
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A few more boxes and other things made by Williams:
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card cutters (top & bottom):
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roulette wheel:
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At the time Williams was making his “gaming implements” in New York there was a wealthy and influential
Gerhart family in St. Louis who may have been the source of the chips. I’m including this info because It
may have something to do with the Heinrich Gerhardt reference made by your friend—who knows??
It’s the closest thing I could find.
The patriarch of this family was Peter G. Gerhart (1830-1904). In the early 1860’s he became involved in
the liquor trade in St. Louis and presumably would have been intimately acquainted with the saloon
culture of the city and perhaps with gambling. Gerhart worked in the liquor business until the early 1880’s
when his real estate investments were making him so much money he could retire from booze. Here’s an
ad from 1865:
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Gerhart’s fathers’ name was Heinrich and he had a son Heinrich. His father died in the late 1870’s in St
Louis and his son, an MD, died in 1902, age 30.
In his later years Gerhart spent his winters in San Diego, CA where he died in 1904:
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Here’s a much longer and detailed bio from 1921:
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Special thanks to my friend. Mainly for being a friend and secondly for my 1 Ivory chips.
I will try that “carry it for luck,” one more time. <g>
The friends we make in our “Club” are what it is all about. To my many other friends, thank you for
reading.
I asked Rich Hanover one of our best known ivory chip collectors this question.
Do we know who carved the ivory chips? His reply below.

Nobody knows who carved any ivory chips (except Joe Bob Winstead in Georgia who has cranked out
many chips over the last 4 or 5 years!!!!).
I believe Dale Seymour may have pointed out some addresses in downtown NYC --- sort of an ivory row
of shops. I don't believe there was a particular "artist". The "artist" was the guy that drew the design on
paper. I assume the design was then "painted" onto an ivory blank (like Michaelangelo did with the Sistine
Chapel). The "painted" blanks were then given to 3 or 4 guys sitting at their stool and lathe to carve the
design into the blank. That is why, in my opinion, in one rack of chips there may be 3 or 4 different codes.
In reality it was one order with 3 or 4 people each carving a portion of the order. Each carver may have
had his own style of carving. Dale would assign 3 or 4 different codes when, in reality, it was all the same
order only carved by different people.

